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ACA “Marketplace”
comes to campus
Rose Nelson
Staff Writer

_______________________

Junior Annica Mendeltort photographs her friend writing Sanskrit in sand in India, where Mandeltort studied abroad.
Photo by Annica Mandeltort

Around the world and back: Dozens of
students return after studying abroad
Lucy Pipkin
Staff Writer

_______________________

This Winter Term, students
who studied abroad during the
fall are back on campus and in
class. Of the 86 students who
studied off campus, 77 are back
on campus, with a few students
doing full-year programs. Many
students struggle with readjusting to everyday Lawrence life after
their unique six-month absence,
but new services this term aim to

As part of a nationwide push
to insure the uninsured and to
improve the cost and accessibility of American insurance in general, the Cognosante Enrollment
Assistance Program ran a table
in Warch at which people could
fill out a Health Insurance
Marketplace application on
Tuesday, Jan. 7 and Thursday, Jan.
9.
The Cognosante Enrollment
Assistance Program aims to simplify information so that people
can choose health coverage that
works best for them.
The
Health
Insurance
Marketplace was launched at the
beginning of October 2013. The
main purpose of it is to make
buying health coverage simpler
and more affordable. The plans
in the Marketplace are offered by
private companies. A large goal
of the Cognosante Enrollment
Assistance Program in using the
Marketplace was to ensure that
those with pre-existing conditions
would be able to find affordable
insurance plans more easily than
they would be able to before.
In addition to private insurance plans, exploring the marketplace allows people to check
their eligibility for Medicaid and
the Children’s Health Insurance
Program (CHIP).
The Marketplace comes as a
part of the Affordable Care Act
(ACA), which aims to make insur-

ance more affordable and accessible to Americans. Some of the
major goals of the Act include
helping keep citizens informed
about insurance options, ending
pre-existing condition exclusions
for children and keeping those
citizens under 26 covered under
parental insurance plans in certain circumstances.
Those stationed at the table
assisted those interested in learning more about the Marketplace as
well as helping those who wished
to find health coverage. At the
table, along with the volunteers,
there were laptops so that those
interested could explore different
health insurance options and sign
up on enrollamerica.com. Tables
such as this one have been set up
in many public spaces, including
libraries and bowling alleys, in an
attempt to reach as many people
as possible.
Enroll America is a non-partisan organization that has the
goal of increasing the number of
uninsured Americans who sign up
for health care made available by
the ACA.
It was reported that for the
most part, people who signed up
for or received information about
healthcare were faculty, staff
and a few community members.
Student feedback was minimal. It
was suggested that this was due to
many students being covered by
the insurance of their parents and
therefore not needing any additional insurance.
To be eligible for health

ease the transition.
Most Lawrence study abroad
students do so in the fall because
they return with ten more credits from taking a semester program. However, the biggest provider of term-long study abroad
programs is Lawrence because
of the London Center and the
Senegal Francophone program.
The next-largest providers for
various off-campus programs are
ACM (Associated Colleges of the
Midwest) and IES (Institute for
the International Education of

Students).
Students who return from
study abroad programs deal with
adjustment to the daily grind at
Lawrence. Off-Campus Programs
Coordinator
Laura
Zuege
explained that during Winter
Term she sees students “struggling with, dealing with cultural
readjustment.”
Junior Zoe Psarouthakis
participated in the Semester at
Sea program sponsored by the

said, “I was offered a ten percent discount on a hotel because
it was only weather-related.”
Airlines are not held accountable
for the weather and, because of
this, Bazydlo ended up sleeping
in the airport. Of the experience,
Bazydlo said, “It was really, really
cold at night,” and felt as if the
heat was turned way down.
Freshman Tamara Nassar also
had problems with her flight from
New York City and was “stranded in New York for five days.”
Nassar’s first flight from Jordan to
the United States went as scheduled, but her flight to Chicago out
of New York was cancelled and
delayed continually. Nassar stated, “They were trying to get rid
of the people in the airport first
because they were sleeping there
for two days, so that’s the main
reason why my flight was cancelled.” Even once the snow had

cleared up, the airport’s priority
was to fly out the people that had
been directly delayed by the snow
first. This was the case not only in
New York, but in many airports
nationally, even those that were
not directly experiencing severe
winter weather. “Airports were
shutting down all over,” Nassar
said.
The polar vortex indirectly delayed senior Kimberley
Trought’s travels back to campus, as well. Trought explained,
“It wasn’t the actual weather that
caused our issue. It was the fact
that they didn’t have enough pilots
to work.” Because flights were
being delayed across the country,
crew members’ time on the clock
added up and law required that
they be relieved. This caused additional delays for flights that were
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“Polar vortex” stirs up travel challenges for returning students
Samantha Tetzlaff
Staff Writer

_______________________

Multiple Lawrence students
faced transportation difficulties in
returning to campus this term,
relating either directly or indirectly to the “polar vortex.” On the first
day of classes, Monday, Jan. 6, temperatures as low as -55 degrees
with wind-chill were recorded in
Appleton, and cities across the
Midwest were nearly inaccessible
due to the severe winter weather.
Sophomore Joe Bazydlo was
one student who encountered
problems traveling back to campus and ultimately slept in the
Detroit airport Sunday, Jan. 5.
Bazydlo was unable to catch his
connecting flight out of Detroit
because “visibility was so low
that it wasn’t safe to fly.” Bazydlo
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Lawrentians brave the snow and the wind during one of Appleton’s coldest periods.
Photo by Nathan Lawrence
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Shadow D.C. draws students interested in journalism, public policy
Xue Yan

Staff Writer

______________________

Over the past Winter Break,
21 current Lawrence students,
ranging from freshmen to seniors
and a recent graduate, participated in the Career Servicessponsored “Shadow D.C.” event.
Students shadowed 29 various
companies and organizations.
Related fields included government, journalism, human rights
and business.
Freshman Ruby Dickson,
majoring
in
International
Relations, shadowed Partnership
for Public Service with Amiko
Matsumoto, and International

Business-Government Counsellors
Inc. (IBC) with Kevin Walsh.
At the Partnership for Public
Service, Dickson had informational interviews with a wide range
of employees and got answers
about their work experience, job
responsibilities, satisfaction and
many other important factors of
their work. At IBC, she traveled
constantly around the city, visiting different offices and attending
press conferences and congressional meetings. Because of the holiday season, she also got a chance
to visit some congressional holiday parties.
Senior William Sefton, who
grew up near Washington D.C.,
is primarily interested in journalism. He shadowed Thomson

Reuters and The Pulitzer Center
for Crisis Reporting in this shadow event.
At Thomson Reuters, Sefton
went to a 9:00 a.m. call where
journalists from offices all over
the world discuss the day’s stories
as they develop. Hosted by staff at
Thomson Reuters, he took a tour
of the White House press room,
and watched Senate and House
hearings from the press gallery.
He also had lunch with Thomson
Reuters staff at the National Press
Corps.
Sefton sat in on a meeting
with the Monga Bay director at
the office of The Pulitzer Center
for Crisis Reporting, which is a
non-profit organization that supports independent journalists

who travel the world to cover
underreported stories.
He was glad to see many
Lawrentians have become leaders in their fields. He said, “Each
alumnus I met not only held high
positions in their jobs, but they
had high impact in the work they
were doing,” and “as the date of
graduation gets closer, I have a
little more confidence for my life
after Lawrence. ”
Dickson said, “I was surprised by how many people that
I worked with had earned liberal
arts degrees before going on to
graduate school, and by the wide
range of pathways through which
they had gotten their jobs.” She
found her shadow experiences
not only informational, but also

beneficial for networking and
internship opportunities.
Dickson was also impressed
by the high diversity of daily activities. “At every place at which I
shadowed, each employee seemed
to possess a real sense of purpose,
job satisfaction and interest, in
addition to their skills,” she said.
Dickson was quite glad about
the Shadow D.C. event. She said,
“I’d recommend that any LU student sign up for this opportunity
next year—not only is it easy to
arrange, but Career Services even
helped me with a scholarship
towards my trip expenses, so it
would be affordable for almost
any student.”

she said.
Dalton explored the intricacies of this small town enigma,
specifically the city’s transportation network.
The focus of the presentation
was on how public transportation
policy and planning affects downtown Appleton. Dalton described
how transportation infrastructure
allows citizens to pass through
places and how it is used as a way
to reflect what a city is.
Polly explained that means
of transportation were originally
synonymous with automobiles.
The interstate was created with
efficiency of moving populations
of people in mind. Through this,
the transportation infrastructure

began to evolve. Besides practicality, the aesthetic experience of
transportation became a focus.
Dalton became interested in
the city design of Appleton and
began focusing on its transportation system. She conducted
research into how a city can transport people in a way so that they
have a positive experience in the
city.
“Within our increasingly private lives, we have more and more
ways to make ourselves independent. We need these public spaces
to be more inviting so [...] those
interactions within a city look
ideal and interesting,” said Dalton.
In studying ways Appleton
can improve its social domain,

Dalton was pleasantly surprised
to find that the community was
excited to make changes.
“First thing they were interested in improving is bicycle and
pedestrian walkways. Not just
creating and maintaining them
but working to enhance how they
connect to one another and the
greater area.”
However, making downtown
Appleton biker-friendly is not a
priority for the city, as College
Avenue is too busy for bicycle
paths. Instead, the city plans to
focus on getting people to and
from the downtown area on bicycles, where they can then walk
through the downtown area.
Dalton remains optimistic

about changes taking place in the
community. “You can still have a
vision for what you want the ideal
future to be,” she said. “You have
to remember that it is a process.”
Above all, Dalton admits that
transportation is a small facet of
city life. She reminded her audience that transportation is never
the solution to the problem. It
is only the means of connecting
all the places in the city that we
value.
“I think what it comes down
most to is that the city experience
is really a social one. As much
as we want to analyze the nonhuman elements of it, a city only
exists because [...] of people.”

See page 12

Dalton presents research on Appleton transportation system
Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer

_______________________

Polly Dalton’s Senior Project
literally hit close to home. Her
presentation last Thursday, Jan.
9, titled “Connecting the Blocks—
Transportation
Policy
and
Planning in the City of Appleton,”
revealed Dalton’s true infatuation
with the Little Apple.
“I really like Appleton as a
city and I think it is interesting
because it has a small town feel,
where you see people again on
the street but there’s also kind of
an urban feel with the transportation system, the bars, the library,”

Study abroad
continued from page 1

University of Virginia this past
fall. Psarouthakis spent six weeks
of intensive preparation on land
before six weeks aboard the specialized ship doing research and
assisting in ship operations.
“It was the most mentally and
physically challenging six weeks I
have ever experienced,” she said.
While most SEA programs stop in
ports during the journey, her sailing intensive excursion did not see
land once.
After her first week of classes,
Psarouthakis said that “the classroom is not as exciting” because
you aren’t working towards a goal
of six weeks aboard a ship.
Sophomore Emily Allen studied abroad in Rome, Italy through

ISA
(International
Studies
Abroad). She was one of 70 ISA
students studying at the American
University of Rome.
One of the biggest differences
of adjusting to the daily life of
Winter Term, Allen said, is the
pace of Lawrence. “Nothing ever
felt static in Rome. Lawrence feels
very static sometimes. In Rome,
you don’t have a routine. What
happens between those class
times is so different every day.”
“There’s also sometimes students who feel a sense of boredom, like they’re used to having a
different type of educational setting,” Zuege explained.
“Some of the things that those
students report are that they
feel like they’ve been profoundly
changed by their experience off
campus,” Zuege said, “and when
they come back to campus in a lot

of ways they’re living two lives of
this profound change and also trying to get back into the monotony.”
Thinking about her first week
of cold and classes, Allen said, “I
like the feel of community here,
but it’s almost too easy now. You
don’t have to step outside your
comfort zone. Being challenged
every day, I thrived in that.”
On adjusting to everyday
Lawrence life after a six-month
hiatus, Psarouthakis said, “The
adjustment was odd. Lawrence
has changed, I don’t recognize half
the faces.”
Allen described a similar feeling to Psarouthakis’s. “I mentally
prepared for Lawrence to be as it
was last year, but I realized [there
are] more people I didn’t know
and I’m not as comfortable,” said
Allen. “It feels isolated.”
“I want to improve the ser-

vices we supply to students once
they return,” Zuege said. To prepare students before their study
off campus, “We do pre-advising,
orientation, then they come back
and they’re kind of just in winter
in Appleton.”
However, help is on the way
this Winter Term for students
returning from study abroad
during fall 2013. Senior Martha
Allen is doing an internship with
Laura Zuege, “looking at what
other schools do, looking at some
research” Zuege described, “and
then putting together a series
of workshops and resources for
returning students.”
Martha Allen is working with
a counselor at the counseling center to organize two sessions called
“Unpacking Your Study Abroad.”
The purpose of these talking sessions is to help students discuss

their cultural readjustment.
Martha has also been working with Career Services to do
a session about marketing your
study-abroad, figuring out what
transferable skills there are and
how they apply to any job that
you’re applying to, whether or not
it be an international position.
“It was the first time I felt
a different kind of independence
than going to school at Lawrence,”
Allen described. “I was out of my
comfort zone every single day but
it has been the most rewarding
time I’ve ever done that.”
Reflecting on her short time
back at Lawrence, Allen said,
“being back at school made me
realize that my college study
abroad experience is done. The
fact that I’m sad that it’s done is
a really good sign. It means I’ve
experienced it.”

Where do Lawrentians go? Study abroad statistics from the Office of Off-Campus Programs
Generally

120-140

students each year who
study off campus

38%

Most popular continents
for Fall 2013
#1
Europe
#2
Asia

Almost 60 programs
in total

of the graduating classes of

2012, 2013, and 2014

studied abroad at some
point during their time
at Lawrence

Most popular language
to study abroad: Spanish

Most popular programs
for Fall 2013
1. London Centre
2. Italy Earth and
Environment

Programs for every
discipline and every major

6

students
in Africa
Fall
2013

VARIETY
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Specht

Pages

Enjoy the Show
Kevin Specht
Columnist

____________________________________

Are you currently performing the last piece of your senior
recital? Are you wondering who’s
in the audience and why they
bothered coming? Hello and welcome to Specht Pages, the true
and supreme voice of Lawrence
University. In this celebratory 31st
issue, we will help you understand
the motivations of the attendees
of the capstone of your four years
at Lawrence as a ukulele performance major. So sit back, relax
and delight in reading Specht
Pages as you perform your finale
that you have secretly memorized.

Lawrentians find a unique way to get around campus during the cold snap

Dining in Dairyland
Stovetop and Fried Rice
In this new column, I’ll be trying recipes I’ve found easy to cook
in a college kitchen. Although fried
rice instantly jumped to mind,
I remembered that at college
there’s not always a box of leftover
rice in the fridge. I’m lucky enough
to have a rice cooker, but for those
who don’t, I’m providing a recipe
for stovetop rice as well as fried
rice. True fried rice is supposed
to be made with refrigerated rice
because it is drier than fresh. I
actually don’t have much of a preference, especially after a day of
homework.

As soon as the water is vigorously
boiling, turn the stove down to
low and cover with a tightly fitting lid. Wait 15 minutes and then
turn the heat off completely. Wait
another 15 or so minutes and then
carefully remove the lid and fluff
the rice with a fork.

Required Materials

Mix-and-Match Ingredients
1 bag frozen stir-fry vegetables
or
Peas
Mixed vegetables
Corn
Sliced carrots
Broccoli stems, chopped, and
small florets.
Half a small onion, chopped

Stovetop Rice

1 cup of dried rice
2 cups water
A pinch of salt (this can be left
out)
A medium pot
The amount of rice generally
doubles when cooked, and you
need to use twice as much water
as you would with dried rice.

Method
Rinse the rice in a bowl,
carefully pouring out the cloudy
water until the water is clear or
until your hands are frozen and
chapped. Stir in salt and put on
the stove. Turn the stove on to
medium-high and bring to a boil.

Fried Rice

Required Materials

Wok, cast iron, or heavy duty
pan
2-3 cups cooked rice
1-2 eggs
Oil for the pan

Flavorings
Soy Sauce
Garlic (1 or more finely chopped
cloves)
Green onions
Sesame seed oil
Pepper
Ginger

Powdered ginger is fine, but

Susannah
Miller

fresh is amazing. It can be kept in
a freezer long term, peeled with
the blade of a spoon, and then
sliced and chopped finely. I put
one teaspoon of finely chopped
ginger, sometimes more.

Method
Turn the stove on to mediumhigh and coat the bottom of your
pan in oil. Add your vegetables
and stir as they cook. While your
vegetables are cooking, add the
garlic and ginger.
When the vegetables have
softened a little, dump in your rice
and mix it in. If it’s too dry, add
a little more oil. Keep stirring to
heat up the rice. Break your eggs
into a bowl and whisk them a little. Pour the egg onto the rice and
quickly stir it thoroughly into the
rice. Let it rest for a few seconds
as you dribble some soy sauce
over the rice. Add green onion and
pepper as desired. Delicately stir
the rice, making sure the bottom
doesn’t burn. When the egg has
solidified, turn off the heat and
serve with soy sauce, sesame seed
oil, and toasted sesame seeds.

Active Listener: These listeners actively try to absorb the
spiritual-in-art which Kandinsky
so famously wrote of in Freshman
Studies. They potentially listen for
a host of things such as intonation, phrasing, general effect and
perhaps even musical expression
(whatever that means). They likely will be watching you actively in
addition to listening actively.
Passive Listener: These
listeners appreciate your music.
However, their preferred musical
experience is as a passive listener.
These concertgoers may enjoy
reading, playing chess, texting,
writing the critically-acclaimed
and award-winning Specht Pages,
day-dreaming (or downright
sleeping) or even solving complex
equations (or, more realistically,
Sudoku) whilst you play your
heart out. These listeners revel
in the increased brain stimulation
that occurs only at a concert of
live, art music. They are likely to
be in the back of the hall to avoid
distracting others. Alternatively,
these members of the audience
may even feel ostracized enough
to not even enter Harper Hall and
resort to sitting on the couches
right outside and listening on the
television simulcast to avoid any
judgment. Interestingly, your passive listeners can be transformed
into active listeners given a particularly interesting moment of
music.
Supporter/Patron: These
folks may be your friends and
sometimes family who attend
your recitals and concerts. They

encourage others in your friend
group to attend as well as support you by saying that you have
been working so hard. These
people might very well be in the
front row and will cheer the loudest. They might even make signs
that say: Anthony Caparalli is my
Homedog! The cool thing about
this demographic is that there
is a strong positive correlation
between how much you participate on campus and the number
of people who fit into this category at your recital. For each
extracurricular group you are part
of, you can expect at least one
quarter of the members to attend
as a supporter/patron. So, if you
would like to increase the number
of people in this category, join a
non-music fraternity or sorority, a
sport, a theme house and a variety
of clubs such as the Secret Order
of Kevins and Outdoor Recreation
Club.
Obligatory Attendee: These
folks can easily be mistaken to be
a supporter/patron, but they may
be attending against their preference. These are the people in your
friend groups that your supporter/patrons invite, the members of
your studio who would rather be
practicing or be at a wine tasting,
and your younger brother. They
will be the last to stand during
your Lawrence-sanctioned obligatory standing ovation. However,
these members of the audience
will really appreciate your postrecital food. Note that just as with
your supporters/patrons, the
more extracurricular activities in
which you participate, the more
obligatory attendees you should
expect to see. In fact, there might
even be more obligatory attendees than supporters/patrons in
the audience. Also, if you perform
well enough, you have the power
and potential to transform obligatory attendees into supporters/
patrons.
There you have it: An exposé
of the people sitting right in front
of you at this moment. We hope
this has been enlightening for you,
and don’t forget the F-sharp at
the end!
“You heard it first from
Specht Pages!”

QUESTION MARK

‘Question Mark’ is a new feature
at The Lawrentian where President
Burstein will answer your questions.
Members of the Lawrence community are invited to submit their questions to lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
Responses to selected questions
will be published in later issues.

Illustration by Erin Davis

The opinions expressed in this section are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the
authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The
Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Mann, Winter pace swim teams in Chicago
Erik Soderlund
Staff Writer

______________________

The rumored reputation of
host school University of Chicago
is said to be, “where fun comes to
die.” The Phoenix certainly killed
the fun for their opponents as
they dominated the University
of Chicago Invitational this past
weekend, taking first overall on
both the men’s and women’s sides.
As for the Vikings, there were
ups and downs. The men finished
seventh overall, as senior Evan
Flack was definitely missed over
the weekend. Lawrence’s best
men’s finish came through another
senior, Charlie Mann, who finished
eighth in the 200-yard backstroke

(2:10.50). The relay team consisting of seniors Charlie Mann and
Pat Vincent, freshman Christian
Bell and sophomore Grant Wilkie
finished seventh in the 200-yard
freestyle, which was the men’s
best team effort (1:31.59). “This
meet is probably the best of the
year. There was really good competition there, so for us to come in
seventh place was not a bad feat
at all. A lot of our guys swam fast
and it was great to get competition from teams in some of the
best Conferences in the nation,”
Mann said about the Vikings performance.
The Lawrence women’s team
had an outstanding weekend, finishing fourth overall. Out of the
nine teams competing, there were
a few heads turning as the women
shocked with their performance.

Some top finishes on the women’s
side came in the form of junior
Taylor Winter, who finished second in the 1,650-yard freestyle
(18:19.00) and third in the 500
freestyle (5:20.90). Other mentionable performances contributing to the team’s 380 points came
through senior Hannah Gabriel, as
she managed a fifth place finish in
the 200 freestyle (2:20.70), while
sophomores Hayley Cardinal
and Emily Flack took fourth and
fifth in their respective events,
the 100 breaststroke (1:10.10)
and 100 backstroke (1:02.89).
Nonetheless, it was freshman
Paige Witter who had the team’s
next best finish with her second
place in the 100- yard butterfly
(1:02.71).
“It was definitely the best
meet we had so far, spirits were

high. It showed that all the winter
training had paid off. Staying on
campus and training was a key
factor, but also the opportunity
to train down in Florida over the
break really helped a lot,” commented sophomore Emily Flack.
“I just wanted to prove a
point to myself that even though
we have been training so hard and
it is the mid-point of the season,
I wanted to perform really well.
Also we wanted to prove to our
coaches that we are serious and
want to do well towards the end
of the season and the Conference
championships,” added Flack on
her expectations.
Be sure to catch the Vikings in
action on Saturday, Jan. 18 at 1:00
p.m., as they host the Lawrence
Triangular at Boldt Natatorium.

69-66. Ripon fouled Lawrence
on the next possession, preventing the Vikings from putting up
a three, which ultimately gave
Ripon the 69-66 win.
Siebert paced Lawrence with
24 points and senior Tyler Mazur
contributed 16 off the bench. The
loss dropped Lawrence to a 3-3
Midwest Conference record and
5-6 overall.
“It’s definitely tough to lose
to your rival, especially by such
a close margin. But that’s what
the Midwest Conference is. We
have to rebound from that quickly,
though, because we have two big
games this week,” said sophomore
forward Trace Sonnleitner referring to the team’s two Conference
games this week. “Both of those
games are key games for us to
accomplish our goal of making the
Conference tournament.”
The top four teams make
the Conference tournament. The
Vikings are currently in fourth
place in a tight MWC race, as five
teams are within one game of the
fourth spot.
The team traveled to Lake
Forest on Tuesday, Jan. 14, but will
return home to take on Grinnell
and their extremely fast-paced

style, which has given them the
name “the circus” by many students here at Lawrence. Grinnell
has received a lot of national
attention this year due to their
style of play as well as having
guard Jack Taylor score 109 points
in a game earlier this season. This
attention definitely has the team

looking forward to competition
on Saturday. “It’s always fun when
the circus comes to town,” commented sophomore guard Troy
Miller. Sonnleitner joked, “I want
to get Jack Taylor’s autograph.”
The game is on Saturday,
Jan. 18 at 1:00 p.m. at Alexander
Gymnasium.

Men’s basketball falls short at Ripon College
CJ Revis

For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

The men’s basketball team
played at home on Saturday, Jan.
11 for the first time since Dec. 16,
welcoming the rival Red Hawks
of Ripon College. From the opening tip, it had the feel of a rivalry
game.
In a fast-paced first half with
very few stoppages of play, the
Vikings and Red Hawks exchanged
runs and went into the half tied at
36 points apiece. It was clear that
this game would come down to
the last few minutes, with neither team leading by more than
four points in the second half.
The teams traded clutch baskets
down the stretch before Lawrence
senior Chris Siebert put in a layup
to give the Vikings a one-point
lead with one minute left. Ripon
countered with a three from the
corner from Tyler Ketz to make the
score 68-66 with thirty seconds to
go. On the ensuing possession,
Chris Siebert’s shot was blocked
and rebounded by the Red Hawks,
forcing the Vikings to foul. Ripon
hit one of two free throws with
2.5 seconds left to make the score

Zach Ben-Amots
Staff Writer

______________________

The Lawrence University
men’s hockey team was unable
to overcome their recent slump
as their losing streak extended to
four games over the weekend. The
losses came on Friday, Jan. 10 at
UW-Stevens Point and Saturday,
Jan. 11 at UW-Eau Claire.
The
Vikings
struggled
throughout the entirety of
Friday night’s match against the
UW-Stevens Point Pointers. After
scoring within the first two minutes, the Pointers held a 3-0 lead
going into the second period.

School

Conf.

Overall

MEN’S BASKETBALL
St. Norbert
Grinnell
Ripon
Carroll
Illinois Col.
Monmouth
Lawrence
Cornell
Beloit
Lake Forest
Knox

8-0
6-2
5-3
5-4
4-4
4-4
3-4
3-5
3-5
3-5
0-8

12-1
11-2
8-5
8-6
8-5
5-8
5-7
6-7
5-8
4-9
1-12

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
St. Norbert
Illinois Col.
Cornell
Monmouth
Carroll
Ripon
Beloit
Lake Forest
Lawrence
Knox
Grinnell

7-1
7-1
6-2
6-2
6-3
5-3
3-5
2-6
1-6
1-7
0-8
HOCKEY

Adrian
St. Norbert
St. Scholastica
Concordia
Lake Forest
Marian
Lawrence
Northland
MSOE
Finlandia

7-0-1		
7-1		
6-0-2		
5-2-2		
4-5		
3-4-1		
3-5		
2-6		
1-7		
0-8		

10-3
9-4
10-3
10-3
9-5
5-8
3-10
2-11
3-9
3-10
1-12

Pts.
15
14
14
12
8
7
6
4
2
0

Senior Chris Siebert scores two of his game-high 24 points
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

UW-Stevens Point, Eau Claire top hockey team
The scoring run continued with
two more Stevens Point goals in
the second period. Finally, freshman Blake Roubos and senior
Huck Saunders each scored for
Lawrence, bringing the game
to 5-2. Lawrence was unable to
mount more of a comeback and
the Pointers closed the game,
scoring twice within twelve seconds to close out the contest with
a 7-2 win.
Lawrence
followed
up
Friday’s defeat with a shutout loss
to the UW-Eau Claire Blugolds.
Four separate Blugolds scored,
as Eau Claire soared to an easy
4-0 victory over LU. The Blugolds
dominated the game in time of
possession and launched 45 shots

STANDINGS

on goal to Lawrence’s 27. Despite
41 saves from junior goalies Anton
Olsson and Mattias Soderqvist
in each game, the Vikings poor
defense was a key factor in both
losses.
Lawrence is now ranked seventh in the Northern Collegiate
Hockey Association (NCHA) with
a record of 4-10-1. Thus far, the
season has not shown the kind of
positive results that head coach
Mike Szkodzinski had hoped for
after Lawrence joined the newly
established NCHA this year.
However, some of the individuals who have maintained outstanding seasons include Olsson,
Saunders and Roubos. All were
also the standout performers in

Friday’s game against Stevens
Point. Olsson and Saunders are
both upperclassmen who bring
experience and leadership to the
locker room. Roubos is a freshman
from Niagara Falls, Ontario, who
currently leads the team in points
with 17 and is already turning
out to be an offensive leader on
the ice.
The men’s hockey team will
face only conference opponents
for the remaining ten games of the
season, beginning with Milwaukee
School of Engineering (MSOE) this
weekend. The Vikings will play
MSOE away on Friday, Jan. 17
and at home on Saturday, Jan. 18.
MSOE is currently ranked ninth in
the NCHA.

LET’S GO VIKINGS!

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
and www.nchaconference.org
and are current as of
Jan. 15, 2013.

BY THE
NUMB3RS

53.8
Shooting percentage
of men’s basketball
player Jamie Nikitas
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Ripon College
thwarts Lady Vikes
Clare Bruning
Staff Writer

______________________

Coming off a tough loss to No.
1 ranked St. Norbert the previous
week, the Lawrence University
women’s basketball team (3-8,
1-5 MWC) faced Ripon College
(5-7, 5-2 MWC) at Alexander
Gymnasium on Saturday, Jan. 11,
hoping to redeem themselves in
the first home game of LU’s Winter
Term. Ripon, however, carried
their momentum from a 14-point
victory over Grinnell College
(1-11, 0-7 MWC) the Saturday
before, beating the Vikings 55-34.
A pair of Ripon free throws
put the first points on the board,
but Lawrence soon went on a ninepoint run to grab an early lead.
Halfway through the first period,
the Red Hawks found their groove
with a three pointer that began a
20-2 run, and Ripon took the lead
22-11. A minute before the halftime buzzer, Lawrence senior Alex
Deshler scored a layup and sophomore Andrea Wilkinson added a
pair of free throws to cut the lead
to 22-15 at the half. Both teams
played very aggressive defense,
fighting for the ball and attacking the hoop with a lot of offensive movement. Unfortunately, the
Vikings’ shots were not falling like
Ripon’s were, and Lawrence fell
behind by as many as 23 points.

The Red Hawks maintained their
lead over the course of the second half and finished the game
with 55 points to Lawrence’s 34.
Deshler paced the Vikings with
13 points and 10 rebounds.
“We were actually able to
execute our offense pretty well,
and played our defense how we
were supposed to,” reflected
junior Kassidy Rinehart. “We just
couldn’t finish.” The Viking shots
were just simply not falling, as
they were outscored more than
outplayed. Rinehart explained
that only having eight players
for a game drives each player to
log a lot of minutes. “With such
a shallow bench everyone gets
tired more easily,” she said.
Focusing on shooting in
practice, especially at game
speed, the Lawrence women
hope to end their losing streak
and secure some Midwest
Conference victories in the next
few weeks. On Tuesday, Jan. 14,
the Vikings traveled to Lake
Forest (1-11, 1-6 MWC) and on
Saturday, Jan. 18 at 3:00 p.m.,
will take on Grinnell at home
in Alexander Gymnasium. The
following week, Lawrence will
face Ripon a second time, hopefully with a couple of fresh wins
to propel them to a successful
rematch. “I’m glad we play Ripon
again,” said Rinehart. “They are
definitely a beatable team.”

Indoor track looks
for rebound season
Alex York
Staff Writer

______________________

The indoor track and field
team here at Lawrence University
wasted very little time upon
returning to campus before they
were hard at work running, jumping, throwing and preparing for
the first competitive meet tomorrow at UW-Oshkosh. Practices
began in the bitter cold on the
first day of class.
In a word, head coach Jason
Fast says he is “optimistic” about
this season. “We graduated so
few seniors last year compared
to other conference teams,”
remarked Fast, “which means that
our team has younger talent that
have still had big-meet experience.” And big meets there will
be. Lawrence will be competing
at the Eastbay Invitational this
year on Saturday, Feb. 22. This
meet often attracts many Midwest
Conference teams, such as Ripon
College, Beloit College, St. Norbert
and Carroll University. Thus, it
will be a sneak-preview for the
MWC Championships at Cornell
College on Feb. 28 and March 1.
For the sprinting and jumping teams, this year could show
a marked improvement over last
year’s team, specifically because
the team only graduated one
senior jumper and sprinter last
year. With more experience under
their belts, the team is looking to

build on some of the successes
from last year and use some exciting new talents in the freshman
class in order to be highly competitive.
From the throwing team,
expect more record-breaking. Last
year’s team set new records in
almost all of the women’s throwing events thanks to the addition
of then-freshman, now sophomore, Genna Matt, who will play a
pivotal role again this year. On the
men’s side, junior Spencer Swick
had great success at the end of
last year’s outdoor season in the
discus and is aiming to translate some of that energy into the
indoor events of the weight throw
and the shot put.
The typically strong distance
program has a lot of positive energy behind them again this year,
as the men’s and women’s teams
bring in seven total all-MWC runners from last cross country season’s MWC championships. There,
the men’s team took second and
the women’s team captured third.
Watch for Lawrence to exploit its
depth and be highly competitive
in the relays in addition to the
individual events.
Noting how the Vikings could
make a major push, Coach Fast
stated, “We didn’t lose as many
seniors as some of the top-tier
teams in our conference did.” The
excitement was apparent: “We’ll
be aiming to be in that top five or
six of our Conference this year.”

Athletes of the Week
By: Amanda Ollerer

Brian Gryszkiewicz: Men’s Basketball
Gryszkiewicz committed zero turnovers in 32 minutes of action at Ripon
last Saturday. The senior guard has
shot 44 percent from the field while
logging the fourth-most minutes on the
team this season.

Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

1) What got you started playing
basketball?
I can only remember just wanting to
have a basketball in my hands. I started playing in YMCA leagues in first
grade but once I was on an AAU team
called Friends of Hoop in fourth grade
where we traveled the country to
places like Orlando and Las Vegas and
played the best players in the world. I
knew I could never be bored playing
this game and knew it’d be something
that would be a major part of my life.

2) What is your favorite part of the game and why?
My favorite part of the game is rebounding for Chris Siebert in warm-ups. I mean, what an honor it is
to be able to rebound for the second best shooter in the Conference (behind Jack Taylor, of course).
Either that or watching my fellow Hamilton alumni, Mitch Willer, repeatedly dunk in warm-ups. He’s
really tall.
3) Who has been the biggest contributor to your basketball success and why are they so important?
My dad and my high school coach, Andy Cerroni. My dad is always there for me, win or lose, and he has
taught me how basketball and life work together and are close parallels. Without Coach Cerroni, I can
say I wouldn’t be where I am today as a basketball player or person. Being able to be close to a coach
like him is a privilege, and I will forever be thankful for that.
4) What are you going to miss most when the season is over?
You can do some amazing things in life through sports, and above everything I’m going to miss just
being here at Lawrence, playing the greatest game in the world with the people that mean the most
day in and day out.

Alex Deshler: Women’s Basketball
Deshler turned in a standout performance
last Saturday at Ripon, recording 13 points
and 10 rebounds. She also added a pair of
steals in the game. This season, Deshler
has averaged 6.8 rebounds per contest and
has shot 90% from the free throw line.
1. What has been the highlight of your
season and why?
Beating Knox. It was on the road and we
were down by 18 (I think) at half, so to
come back and win by one point was
huge and a ton of fun for us. Plus, it was
our third win of the year and the most
wins this team has had in the past three
seasons was two. Sad, but true... so that
was a really awesome feeling!

2. Do you have a pre-game ritual? If so,
what is it?
I usually eat...sometimes nap. That’s realPhoto courtesy of Paul Wilke
ly about it. Conference games we get
to watch and cheer on the men’s team
beforehand and chat with their parents. Catching up on the latest gossip on the fellas is always fun!
3. Who has been your biggest supporter of your basketball career, and what do they mean to
you?
My parents. My mom will watch the games online during work if she can’t make it to them and I can
always count on Papa Desh to have sent me at least three or four texts after every game talking about
what he thought along with my stat line. They’re pretty awesome.

4. If you could be any basketball player for a day, who would it be and why?
Chris Siebert. I don’t know if you know him, but he’s kind of the real deal. His basketball IQ is through
the roof. He is tough for his skinny little self. His mom brings me cookies. His dad is seriously the man.
He can be a little dramatic and complains way too much, but that jumper he has...silky.
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Students face weather-related issues in campus housing
Claire Hoy
Staff Writer

____________________________

We all hope, and expect, that our living situation here at Lawrence will remain
intact while we are living on campus. There
are dorms here that are very old and host a
myriad of problems such as overheating or
underheating, ant infestations, stuck windows and faulty furniture. It is to be expected, what with the dorms housing large
numbers of college students. For some students, the minor housing problems became
massive as winter set in.
Senior roommates Casey Frensz and
Nick Allen live on the fourth floor of Brokaw.
They came back from break to find that a
portion of their ceiling had collapsed. “I saw
the ground and the carpet first just covered
in debris [...] and it took me a little while to
register that there was a huge chunk just
gone,” said Frensz.

Allen was equally confused, “First I saw
the ground [...] and I was like, I didn’t leave
it this dirty.” Plaster and water covered the
floor and some furniture and the wooden
plank skeleton of the building could be seen
through the gaping hole. Brown water spots
covered the ceiling and trailed down the
wall in their closet. “It was all just crashed
on the floor,” Frensz said.
The university determined that the
ceiling collapse had been caused by a steam
leak, as the boiler is located right next to
Allen and Frensz’s room. However, no one
had been in the room since the end of
November. “They [the university] had no
idea,” said Allen. “We’re not sure exactly
when the leak occurred.”
The university sprang into action, fixing the steam leak the same night and then
sending custodians to clean up the mess.
“They were really helpful right away,” said
Frensz. After all the chaos, there was one
piece of good news: “Luckily, the TV survived.”

Allen and Frensz are able to live in
their room, as the hole has been patched up
with two large Styrofoam boards. Others on
campus have been displaced due to housing
troubles. On the morning of Thursday, Jan.
9, the McCarthy Cooperative theme house,
“Co-op” for short, woke up to a fire alarm.
“We didn’t know at the time that a pipe
had burst, but there was water pouring
down the middle of the house,” said junior
Marie Jeruc, the residence life manager for
the Co-op house, which is on North Union
street. “We found out later, after the fire
department had come and facility services
had taken a look at it [...] they discovered
that it was a water pipe that had burst in
the attic.” The ceiling and floor in the center
of the house had to be replaced and one
room with extensive damage had to be completely torn up and replaced.
“It was pretty intense damage, but
it was pretty isolated. It doesn’t extend
through the whole house.” Despite the centralized damage, the eleven residents of

Co-op had to evacuate the house and find
temporary living space in other dorms.
As for when the house will be ready to be
inhabited again, “They estimate this Friday
or Monday.”
Lawrence began repairs almost immediately. “The university has been excellent
[...] Campus Life has been great in helping
us figure out living situations. We have a different meal plan at Co-op and obviously we
can’t cook, so they’ve helped us figure out
new meal plans. They did all of our laundry
that got wet.” With the assistance of the
university, Jeruc is hopeful that “everything
will be back to normal relatively quickly.”
Despite the interesting housing problems faced by Allen and Frensz, as well as
all of Co-op, the damage is being repaired.
But with old buildings, some hiccups are to
be expected—although a ceiling falling in
and water pouring down through a house
may be larger than hiccups. From all this
there’s one thing to be said about Lawrence
housing: It’s never boring.

Harsh winter invokes chaos for facility services
Liz Vidulich

For The Lawrentian

_______________________________

Given the arctic temperatures of late,
it’s natural to become frustrated with
the fact that your room may feel like the
Siberian tundra. Lately students have given
our administration a lot of flack for not
canceling classes or for the fact that, yes, it
has been darn cold in some of our rooms.
But while you get to stay warm by snuggling
up with some hot cocoa and your Netflix
account, Facility Services employees have
been working tirelessly to keep our campus
safe and efficient.
Last week, when temperatures
reached forty degrees below zero, Director
of Facility Services Dan Meyer said that
their department was in constant commotion. “Everyone was running around like
crazy trying to take care of everything,”
he told me, when he and Facility Services
Operations Manager Sara Gorton agreed to
take time out of their already packed day
to meet with me. The office opens at seven
in the morning, but many employees of the
department have been working on different
parts of campus since five in the morning.

“When we get a cold snap like we did
last week,” Meyer said, “the maintenance
requests never stop.” Many students’ only
interaction with facility services may be
through the online work order form, and
non-office employees spend a majority of
their day around campus fulfilling requests.
Students may grieve that their requests
take some time to be fulfilled, but given that
the form is available 24 hours a day, secretary Marilyn McGlone can come into work
with up to 35 requests that were submitted
since five in the evening the previous day.

Often the burden falls on the office
employees to prioritize requests. “We have
to think,” said Gorton, “Is this urgent?” A
worker may be on his or her way to deliver
a space heater to a student whose room has
a chilly draught, when they receive a call
that something more critical has arisen.
Perhaps the most recent example of a
critical issue was the issue at the McCarthy
Cooperative (“Co-op”), in which a pipe burst
and caused enough damage that students
have had to move into other buildings until
repairs can be made. “We really feel for the
students who have had to move into new
rooms,” said Meyer, and the department is

trying to resolve any damage as quickly as
possible.
“We try to prevent issues from happening by keeping things up to date, but we
can’t control the weather,” notes Gorton.
“In certain instances, there’s nothing we
can really do but damage control.” In older
buildings especially, cold weather like we
have had can be particularly problematic.
Though students may accuse the
department of being inefficient, Meyer
counters, “One thing I can say is that
there’s never a dull moment over here. Our
days go by very quickly.” Between processing requests and prioritizing and fulfilling
them, the department is constantly busy,
even with a ten-plus hour workday.
Meyer wants to impress upon students that the department is here to serve
the campus community: “Our real desire
is to be customer service oriented to all
the students, all the staff, all the faculty.”
Gorton adds, “So many hours are put into
keep this campus running.”
While we can only hope that we’ve
seen the coldest of this winter, we can also
have faith that we’re in good hands regardless of what nature brings to Northeast
Wisconsin.

Graphic by Staff Artist Cori Lin

Wish You Were Here...
Town and Country, San Diego, CA

Maccaferri

continued from page 9
Metropolitan Opera to Sufjan Stevens. This
particular piece was written for Bb clarinet
and prerecorded tape, which was filled with
prerecorded clarinet, haunting vocals and
overlapping drones, often obscuring when
the live clarinet was playing or when it was
the recording. Lastly, Maccaferri performed
Anna Clyne’s “Rapture,” written for clarinet
and electronics that manipulate the live
clarinet sound before coming out of the
speakers. Whereas the Muhly was more
reflective and floating between music of the

Bondi Beach, Sydney, Australia

present moment and prerecorded sound,
Clyne had a more violent, edgy sound with
sharp, nonlinear clarinet lines and the
electronics moving quickly through different dynamics and effects, as if the clarinet
and accompaniment were reacting to one
another.
Maccaferri’s program showcased both
the more traditional sound of solo clarinet as well as its growing involvement in
new, contemporary music. The next concert
of New Music at Lawrence will feature
Grammy-nominated vocal octet Roomful of
Teeth in the Chapel on Wednesday, Feb. 26
at 8:00 p.m.

Boulder Beach, Capetown, South Africa

Galleries

continued from page 9

history department’s own “Art of Stuff”
class. “The class was based around ‘thing
theory’ and how things relate to art, how
all things are viewed contextually, whether
it’s where it’s located or what it’s made of,”
said sophomore Abby Kosberg. “Each student chose a 3D artifact from the Wriston
collection that spoke to us, and then had it
3D printed, seeing if turning these artifacts
into plastic would change its value, which
it did. Thus, this Gallery is hoping to show
how seeing the artifact in its original set-

ting is the only true way to experience it,
showing how by putting them in a gallery
we render them obsolete.” The gallery will
feature the original artifacts and the 3D
printed versions, which can be picked up
and compared to their originals.
The gallery opening will start Friday,
Jan. 17 at 6:00 p.m. with free admission and
refreshments, a wide variety of topics plus
a truly interesting student-curated experience in the Leech gallery. This is sure to be
an event not to be missed. All three galleries
will be open until March 16.
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How to: Maintain your blissful toastiness this winter
Adriane Melchert
For The Lawrentian

______________________________________________

Though the extreme temperatures have
hopefully all passed, many Lawrentians will
continue to struggle with the general climate of Wisconsin during Winter Term.
Luckily, I have devised some foolproof
means by which to stay warm and cozy
until order is restored in the spring. My
techniques are not for everyone, but they
will make a few of you feel silly for your
normal winter routines like wearing mittens or drinking hot cocoa.
For some of you, this advice has unfortunately come too late and you have already
developed frostbite. My suggestion would
be to dwell on the black morbidity of the
affected extremity until you have convinced
yourself it is a non-winter related disease,
like gangrene or chlamydia. This will help
you to forgive the season and place the
blame entirely on yourself, which is proven
to encourage happiness and academic success.

Next is a solid disbelief in what is
happening in the real world, which can
be achieved through multiple means. One
is hallucinogens, including many forms
of weekly anti-malarials or drinking antifreeze, which may also help prevent one
from getting too cold. Since The Lawrentian
does not endorse drug use, however, another tool is firm denial. How this works: I say
“brrr,” you say “I love the Fourth of July!
Give me more ice cream before I sweat
through my deodorant!” Adding more confusion to your responses will help you to
believe the falsehoods.
Along those same lines, reverse psychology may be the best option for some
individuals. This approach requires persons to stroll outside while scantily clad.
Soon you will be so enraged by your poor
decision making that your anger (and
screaming) will warm you right up. Who
knows? Maybe after your little jaunt you’ll
develop the flu and get a fever! Those are
warm, too. Perfect.
During the coldest days last week, I

noticed the sun was shining. This reminded
me of how easy it is to get sunburn, even
on a cloudy day. For those with more stubbornly healthy skin, I suggest visiting a tanning salon and setting the booth well above
your threshold for UV rays. Otherwise, see
the last option and head outdoors in a
bikini for a double-whammy of warmth.
Once the pink rashes have extended to your
liking, you will notice that they radiate heat.
Be careful with this, though: The trick is to
make your skin blistered and hot without
causing vomiting or chills.
Another clever technique I came
across this winter was introduced by “My
Strange Addiction,” a show on TLC featuring people who do weird things while
their loved ones feign concern in front of a
camera crew. This particular episode featured a woman who was obsessed with her
hairdryer, carrying it all around her house
and blowing hot air on her dry body. Now
this is a good idea! She only rarely gave
herself second-degree burns while sleeping
next to the blow dryer. Imagine what the

world would be like if we all had our own
personal hair dryers to keep us comfortable
in class—I can hear the serene heat already.
For those who are obnoxiously sensitive to
burn wounds, there is a setting on most
hairdryers called “cool” which is actually
the mild temperature of monkey breath.
See the pilot episode of the show for more
tips from the expert herself.
Lastly, it is important to have very
strong, hearty homeostasis. I am unsure
what kind of preparation is involved in
acquiring an internal body heat that cannot be influenced by outside forces, but I
assume it involves a lot of leafy greens and
walking around without a hat until you
can’t tell your head is cold anymore. If you
ever achieve this, it might be wise to see
someone from the physics department so
they can confirm that you are a robot.
I hope everyone fairs well this term,
despite the tribulation encountered before
and after these tips!

Housing: Looking to the past and future of dorm life
Chelsea Johnson
Staff Writer

______________________________________________

“ Plantz was the party dorm. I remember once look-

ing out my window and seeing a mattress go flying by.
Sage was the coveted dorm. Only juniors and
seniors could get in.

“

–Associate Professor of English Karen Hoffmann ‘87

“ Colman had a dining hall that served meals on

weekdays, so those of us living in Colman sometimes
didn’t venture out to the main dining hall (which was
Downer) except on weekends.

“

–Associate Professor of Psychology Lori Hilt ‘97
Students dine in Sage Hall in 1955

“ When I arrived here there were 6 fraternities and

they occupied all the houses on the quad. Most had their
own cooks and members usually didn’t eat at the food
service (in Downer Commons, where Hurvis Center is
now located). Sororities were about the same, with a
chapter room but no housing.

“

–Associate Professor of Biology Bart De Stasio ‘82

Vice President of Student Affairs and Dean of Students Nancy
Truesdell on the future of Lawrence housing:
Short term:
“The trustees have indicated we should be a 1500 student body, so our short term goal
is to find ways to get out of the use of temporary spaces, like lounges and residence hall
director offices. We need to offer a plan to replace the beds that are not appropriately used.
We want to get out of the rooms that are not designed to be student rooms. In January, we
added 34 beds to Colman, in the Landis-Peabody wing and the Panhellenic wing.
We will no longer be able to use six of our 15 small houses after the spring of 2016:
five on Union Street, and Sabin House. The city has different regulations about ways these
properties can be used, so after then they can’t be used for student housing. The college
would hope to make plans to replace a style of living that is small group living. We want to
ensure we offer that variety of housing going forward.”
Long term:
“The big goal is to continue to be a residential campus, but to offer a variety of housing options. We know that suites in Hiett are popular, apartments like Exec. are popular,
and air conditioning is popular. With any renovations, we are trying to upgrade to include
these things students want. if at some point the college grew, we’d be looking for another
resident hall, more in the style of Hiett with individual bathroom and the ability to accommodate more requests. If we are larger and need new housing, we want to make sure the
housing is in keeping in the style of what students want.
I want to assure students that we are talking about this. Much of this won’t affect
students who are here right now, but we certainly want to totally involve students in the
process. For example, Heitt was designed with a lot of student input: the developer even
built a mock suite off-site and we bussed students there to get their feedback. Students in
the future will be very involved if we build anything new.”

Interested in learning more? A housing task force will present its report
on student housing on Monday, Jan. 27 at the LUCC meeting.
Photos courtesy of Erin Dix, University Archivist and Assistant Professor
Students listen to records in Kohler Hall
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A&E writers choose best entertainment of 2013

Nokes on new books:
Lauren Nokes
Staff Writer

________________________

I’ll be honest: I haven’t read
very many recently published
books. It’s not that I don’t want to
read all the wonderful books that
I know came out in 2013; but I’m
an English major and, at least for
right now, I’m kind of in the business of reading not-so-new books.
Therefore, I must make the
disclaimer that I have not read all
of the following books, but I have
had them all recommended to me
by sources and people I trust. My
aim is to make Lawrentians aware
of the fantastic new books that
are out there, including less wellknown ones.
1. “The Cuckoo’s Calling” by
Robert Galbraith (J.K. Rowling)
This one I have read. As a
passionate, long-time fan of the

Harry Potter series, I’ve been wary
about Rowling’s new, non-Potter
books because I felt sure that
they wouldn’t live up to the particular magic of Harry Potter. That
said, I recommend “The Cuckoo’s
Calling” unreservedly. Rowling
published it under the pseudonym
of Robert Galbraith and withheld
her identity as author for a while,
no doubt to ensure that she would
get fair consideration from people
like me who can’t help but compare all her books to Harry Potter.
“The Cuckoo’s Calling” truly does
work as a stand-alone. It’s an
engrossing, page-turning hardboiled crime novel and privateeye mystery written in a classic
style. Overall, this is a solid, good
read. Whether you’re a mystery
fan, a Rowling fan or just someone
who enjoys a good story, I highly
recommend this book.
2. “Eleanor & Park” by
Rainbow Rowell

#1
I believe that Young Adult
books are often just as good, if
not better, than adult books. I
really, really want to read this one.
“Eleanor & Park” tells the story of
two high school misfits. Eleanor
is overweight, dresses differently,
and comes from a poor, abusive
family. Park is a half-Korean boy

who feels alienated in his community. On the school bus, they
slowly bond over their mutual
love of comic books, alternative
music and, eventually, each other.
This is a sweet love story that
does not lack for serious material.
3. “Hild” by Nicola Griffith
This well researched and
beautifully written work of historical fiction tells the story of St.
Hild of Whitby as a young woman
in seventh-century Anglo-Saxon
England. The new religion of
Christianity conflicts with the old
pagan gods and feudalism holds
sway. After the death of her father,
Hild becomes court Seer for her
uncle. Griffith writes vividly about
life during the Middle Ages, especially the joys and struggles of
female lives.
4. “Americanah”
by
Chimamanda Ngozie Adichie
Ifemelu is a Nigerian immigrant to the U.S., coming on a
college scholarship. She struggles
with the new culture, racism and
a job hunt, and eventually begins

a romance with a rich white man.
She then begins a popular blog
about her experiences as a “NonAmerican Black.” The book also
tells the story of Ifemelu’s old
lover, Obinze, as he struggles in
London. As in her last novel, “Half
of a Yellow Sun,” Adichie combines
expert prose and complex characters with a deep social consciousness.
5. “White Girls” by Hilton Als
In this beautiful, moving
and keenly intelligent collection
of essays, Als, a writer for “The
New Yorker,” explores issues of
identity, including race, gender
and sexuality. His “white girls”
include Michael Jackson, Flannery
O’Connor,
Truman
Capote,
Eminem, Malcolm X and others.
He analyzes literature, history, art,
television, film and photography
with piercing wit and profundity.
“White Girls” works as memoir,
novel and work of cultural criticism. It’s like nothing you’ve ever
read before.

Priebe on new albums: Lawrence on new films:
Nathan Lawrence

Kelsey Priebe
Staff Writer

Photo Editor

Here I present my completely
biased list of the top 13 albums to
grace the charts in 2013.
12. The Neighbourhood, “I
Love You.”
I Love You. is one debut
album that has seen substantial
success this past year. The band
melds pop with spoken word lyrics to create a unique and mesmerizing sound. While “Sweater
Weather” is the band’s hit track,
“Flawless” is my personal favorite
with its pairing of a mysterious
melody with melancholy lyrics.
11. STRFKR, “Miracle Mile”
I have yet to be disappointed by one of STRFKR’s albums.
“Miracle Mile” is another success
with an amazing single, “While
I’m Alive.” However, my personal favorite is definitely “Malmo.”
Or “Beach Monster.” Or maybe
“YAYAYA.” Actually, just the whole
album.
10.
Childish
Gambino,
“Because the Internet”
Childish Gambino has a true
gift for rhyme, but also shows
some serious talent for melody
in his sophomore effort. “I. crawl”
is excellent but “V. 3005” is an
impressively laid back love song.
9. Janelle Monae, “The
Electric Lady”
If you haven’t heard of Janelle
Monae, you should Spotify her
immediately because she combines all the best parts of the 70s,
80s, 90s and 00s into one sound.
“Dance Apocalyptic” is by far my
favorite track of the album, but
“Primetime [feat. Miguel]” is an
excellent study in passion.
8. Phoenix, “Bankrupt!”
While their album “Wolfgang
Amadeus” impressed me more,
“Entertainment” is a great pop
accomplishment and “S.O.S. in
Bel Air” captures the wonderful
uniqueness of Phoenix’s sound.
7. Arcade Fire, “Reflektor”
The title track, “Reflektor” is

Every year, it seems, as the
resources to make great films
become more and more readily
available, more great storytellers
emerge ready to take the stage.
But many of the existing elite continue to create some of their best
work. Pruning a list of just ten
great films from 2013 has been
harder than ever before. That said,
here are ten that no film lover
should pass up:
1. “The Kings of Summer” Dir.
Jordan Vogt-Roberts
This hilarious yet tame coming-of-age comedy is about three
teenage boys who decide to run
away from home and build a fort
in a nearby forest one summer.
Astute Disney Channel watchers
of a certain age will no doubt
recognize Hannah Montana’s
Rico (Moises Arias) in what has
to be his finest role as Biaggio,
the threesome’s quirkiest member. With the entire cast’s amazing
comic timing and Chris Galleta’s
amazing work as a first-time
writer, this film is quickly becoming my favorite in the competitive
coming-of-age subgenre.
2. “Nebraska” Dir. Alexander
Payne
On the opposite side of
the spectrum, the minimalistic drama/comedy “Nebraska”
tells the story of an elderly man
(played by Bruce Dern of “Marnie”
and “Hang ‘Em High”) whose son
(played by Will Forte of “Saturday
Night Live”) takes him on a trip
to redeem a scam letter saying
he’s won a million dollars. Along
the way, a stop in his hometown
reveals old feuds and tenuous
relationships.
“Nebraska” is by far
Alexander Payne’s finest achievement. It is an incredibly moving
masterwork on the subject of
respect, empathy and the importance of family. Cinematographer
Phedon Papamichael does some

________________________

_________________________
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a true melodic accomplishment.
“Supersymmetry” is also a standout with impressive instrumentals and a bittersweet melody that
carries you through the song’s 11
minutes.
6. Arctic Monkeys, “AM”
The Arctic Monkeys’ oneupped themselves with “AM.” They
kept their sound while adding a
slightly darker edge that took
them to new heights. The entire
album is noteworthy, but “Do I
Wanna Know?” is so good, it’s
chilling.
5. Daft Punk, “Random
Access Memories”
This album was great, and I
think most of the world agrees.
“Get Lucky” was obviously the
biggest hit, but “Lose Yourself to
Dance” is also extremely catchy.
“Instant Crush” featuring Julian
Casablancas is even better after
you’ve seen the music video.
4. Tegan
and
Sara,
“Heartthrob”
Heartthrob injected just a little more pop into Tegan and Sara’s
sound. “I Was A Fool,” “Drove Me
Wild” and “I Couldn’t Be Your
Friend” are blessed with completely invigorated pop melodies
that get you dancing every time.
3. Devandra
Banhart,
“Mala”
In my opinion, Mala is
Banhart’s best album yet. This
musician can create haunting melodies without overtly melancholy
undertones, and he utilizes this
talent fully in his eighth album.
The best tracks are “Golden Girls,”
“Daniel,” “Für Hildegard von

See page 11

of the most incredible black-andwhite work of the 21st century
and anything short of an Oscar for
Dern would be a crime.
3. Gravity Dir. Alfonso
Cuaron
Though it’s easy to discuss
“Gravity,” which tells the story
of a stranded astronaut (Sandra
Bullock) trying to return to earth,
only as an effects-heavy visual
feast, at its core, it’s a film about
letting go. Director of Photography
Emmanuel Lubezki (“The Tree of
Life”) films the story with surprising intimacy and gives Bullock
all the room she needs to truly
shine. Even audience members
unimpressed by her Oscar winning performance in “The Blind
Side” will be forced to admit that
she is a seriously talented actress.
4. “12 Years a Slave” Dir. Steve
McQueen
This film—widely considered
the favorite for Best Picture at this
year’s Academy Awards—tells the
true story of Solomon Northrup
(Chiwetel Ejiofor of “Children
of Men”) who was drugged, kidnapped and sold into slavery in the
mid-1800s. Hans Zimmer’s haunting score punctuates John Ridley’s
incredibly memorable adaptation
of Northrup’s own memoir to create one of the most brutal portraits in mainstream cinema of the
heinous act of slavery.
5. “The Hunt” Dir. Thomas
Vinterberg
In this Danish drama,
“Hannibal”’s Mads Mikkelson gives
the performance of his career as a
Kindergarten teacher accused of
sexual behavior towards one of
his students. If you’re willing to
brave some subtitles—and everyone should be—then you’ll be
rewarded with one of the most
distinctive and beautifully filmed
movies all year.
6.
“The
Hobbit:
The
Desolation of Smaug” Dir. Peter
Jackson
I wasn’t the world’s largest
fan of the first film based on J.R.R.
Tolkien’s classic prequel and I’ve
been very concerned about the
decision to augment the origi-
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nal text with original material in
order to make it fill three films,
but “The Desolation of Smaug”
really showed that there may be
a method to Jackson’s apparent
madness. Every moment is totally
entertaining and people unfamiliar with “The Hobbit”’s original
text don’t even seem to be able
to tell what’s new and what isn’t.
By all accounts, it’s a smashing
success.
7. “Captain Phillips” Dir. Paul
Greengrass
This modern ‘shaky cam’
thriller tells the true story of the
MV Maersk Alabama, which was
boarded by Somali pirates as it
crossed the Indian Ocean.
Paul Greengrass (“The
Bourne Supremacy,” “United
93”) has always been extremely
capable with the camera, but with
“Captain Phillips,” he shows just
how well he can work with actors.
8. “Iron Man 3” Dir. Shane
Black
I’ve always been more of a DC
Comics guy, but with “Iron Man
3,” I’ve been forced to admit that
Marvel is really getting film adaptation right. Shane Black (“Kiss
Kiss Bang Bang,” “Lethal Weapon
2”) directed and co-wrote a phenomenal addition to the Avengers
canon with irreverent humor,
delightfully original action choreography and stunningly sweeping
cinematography.
9. “The Act of Killing” Dir.
Joshua Oppenheimer et al.

See page 12
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DAKOTA
SPOTLIGHT WILLIAMS
THE

ARTIST

Bryan Cebulski
Staff Writer

_____________________

Brass instruments are capable of producing a uniquely
grand and epic sort of sound,
inimitable by any other musical
instrument. A key example of
a brass instrument is the horn,
commonly, though incorrectly, known as the French horn.
Lawrence’s very own senior
Dakota Williams offers a chance
for students to come and listen to this instrument with his
senior recital on Sunday, Jan. 19
at 1:00 p.m. in Harper Hall.
“I’ve always been a musical person, walking around and
singing and stuff,” Williams said.
“But in fifth grade my school
started both choir and band and
they had high schoolers come
in and play. After that I just
begged my mother to let me
play. Eventually she let me play
even though I played a really
expensive instrument.”
Originally, Williams wanted
to play the oboe, but he found
the look of the horn aesthetically pleasing. He listened to

recordings of professional horn
players and thought the sound
was golden in a way unlike any
other brass instrument.
“The sound is warm and
dark,” he explained. “It’s also the
only instrument that plays so
high in its range. The horn can
play lower than the trombone
can, but we play an octave higher than they do, just because
people like the sound of it.”
Lawrence appealed to
Williams for its dual merit as
both a music conservatory and
an academic institution. He considers himself “an academic at
heart.” His penchant for study
led him on a music historyheavy path and he will graduate with around eleven music
history courses under his belt.
He plans to pursue music history in grad school, perhaps after
taking a gap year or so to save
money, organize his life and gain
solid footing after his time at
Lawrence. He is looking into getting involved in a music nonprofit organization or community orchestra to work as a music
librarian, an occupation he feels
well-suited for given the amount

of time he has worked at the
Seeley G. Mudd Library over his
years at Lawrence.
Regarding his influences and
musical preferences, Williams
describes himself as a “diehard
romantic.” He enjoys 19th century German, British and French
music, but also highly regards
brass-heavy movie scores.
“The scores to the Star Wars
movies and the Lord of the Rings
trilogy are amazing. They’re two
of the best scores in the history of anything. But pretty much
anything John Williams I like.
The score to the third Harry
Potter movie. Jurassic Park,
obviously…”
For his recital, a component
of his horn performance degree,
Williams will be playing a large
romantic concerto, a “very
strange, unaccompanied, incredibly chromatic” elegy depicting
stages of grief—which he considers “unlike anything I’ve ever
played before” and he will close
with a “lighthearted and beautifully melodic” sextet for two
clarinets, two bassoons and two
horns by Beethoven that has not
been played at Lawrence for at

Photo by Liz Landes

least a decade.
“It’s a very eclectic mix, but
I feel very comfortable with all
my music,” Williams said. “I’m
really excited to convey all my
musical ideas and emotions to

the audience.”
Williams credits his entire
studio for their support, genuine compliments and criticisms
that have honed his skills as a
musician.

Wriston opens three new galleries Maccaferri opens New
Ethan Perushek
Staff Writer

_____________________

Friday, Jan. 17, the Wriston
Art Gallery will open their new set
galleries. The opening will begin
with a lecture by artist Sandra
Dyas, whose show “My Eyes Are
Not Shut” will be held in the
Kohler Gallery in Wriston with a
reception to follow.
Dyas, a freelance photographer and lecturer in the Art &
Art History Department at Cornell
College in Mt. Vernon, Iowa, will
present a show featuring photography and media. “[I’m] drawn
to people and environments and
especially light. My camera is a

way of recording life as I see it.
I strive to create a collaborative
and authentic portrait of the everchanging, strange and beautiful
world we live in. [My] book is a
collection of people, places and
things I want to hold on to and
remember,” said Dyas.
The Hoffmaster Gallery will be
showcasing Leslie Smith III’s exhibition “Opposing Dysfunction.”
Smith is Assistant Professor of
Drawing and Painting in the Art
Department at UW-Madison. The
exhibition will feature eight of his
paintings and four of his drawings from 2011-12. “Leslie Smith’s
studio practice is concentrated
around utilizing abstraction to
communicate the nuance and

poetics of the human experience.
Smith’s interest lies in representing juxtaposing and contradictory
truths found in how we relate to
each other as beings influenced by
both positive and negative aspects
of society. “Opposing Dysfunction”
is a collection of transitional paintings and drawings primarily from
2011. These paintings chronicle
an important shift in Smith’s narrative and aesthetic,” says Smith’s
artist statement.
And finally, the Leech gallery will feature a student-curated
exhibit called “Out of Place: The
Obsolescence of Artifacts.” This
exhibition was curated by the art

See page 6

3D models of objects from the Wriston Collections will be displayed as part of the student curated exhibition Out of Place,
Photo by Liz Landes

Music at Lawrence Series
Anna Buchholz
Staff Writer

_______________________

The New Music at Lawrence
series kicked off the term with
a series of events by clarinetist
Michael Maccaferri, a well-traveled performer and co-founder of
the contemporary music ensemble Eighth Blackbird. Maccaferri
gave a master class to Lawrence
students, presented a lecture on
“Entrepreneurship in the Arts”
and culminated his visit with a
solo recital, which featured earlier
works by Bach and Stravinsky, as
well as contemporary composers
Broening, Muhly and Clyne.
Maccaferri is a clarinetist and
bass clarinetist most known for
his work with Grammy Awardwinning new music ensemble
Eighth Blackbird, which was
founded at Oberlin Conservatory
of Music when Maccaferri was
an undergraduate. This groundbreaking group is a leading commissioner and performer of
new music, working with composers such as Steve Reich and
Frederic Rzewski, among others.
Maccaferri is also an educator, giving workshops and master classes
around the country and is currently on faculty at the University
of Richmond. He is also an accomplished performer with various
orchestras, such as Cleveland
Orchestra, Toronto Symphony and
the Atlanta Symphony.
Maccaferri opened the concert with the oldest piece on the
program, but with a new twist.
On bass clarinet, he performed

Johann Sebastian Bach’s Cello
Suite No. 3 in C Major, utilizing
the bass clarinet’s range to obtain
some of the sounds one would
hear from a cello, while adding a
fresh sound as it is played by this
low range, single reed instrument.
Jumping ahead about three
hundred years, Maccaferri performed the first work for clarinet and electronics in Benjamin
Broening’s
“Arioso/Doubles.”
Played on bass clarinet, this
atmospheric piece was written
for clarinet and prerecorded triggered sound, revealing clarinet’s
involvement in new music, which
is not an instrument always associated with contemporary works.
We then went back to the
beginning of the twentieth century to hear Igor Stravinsky’s
“Three Pieces for Solo Clarinet,”
which were written in the wake
of his Rite of Spring. Although it
is not written with an electronic
component, the solo clarinet piece
sounded contemporary and was
filled with jarring rhythms and
complex motives often heard in
the ground-breaking ballet. The
three pieces differed in style,
with varying tempos from slow
and rubato to rapid and uneven,
exhibiting Maccaferri’s musical
phrasing and technical virtuosity.
The next two pieces displayed the clarinet’s versatility
with new music, first in “It Goes
Without Saying” by Nico Muhly,
a contemporary composer based
in New York who writes for a
variety of artists, ranging from the
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STAFF EDITORIAL
ASA should cease boycott
Last week President Mark Burstein and the Provost and Dean of Faculty, Dave Burrows, issued
a joint statement opposing the recent boycott of Israeli academic institutions by groups like the
American Studies Association (ASA) and Association for Asian American Studies. In their statement, they stressed the importance of the exchange of ideas and “the freedom to speak what we
think and to listen thoughtfully to one another,” concurring with over 100 other American universities including Princeton, Yale and Columbia in rejecting the boycott.
This directly responded to the ASA justification of their boycott, where they cited discrimination against Palestinian students, multiple human rights violations and the lack of academic freedom Palestinian students experience under Israeli occupation. This message, however, was lost due
to the outrage over the boycott as the means of raising the issue.
Condemning Israel for its treatment of Palestinian students and educators is valid, but fighting
fire with fire should never be the first solution any group decides upon. By ceasing academic cooperation with all Israeli institutions, the ASA enacted policies similair to some of the ones they are
boycotting. They should have pushed for a more honest conversation through newspaper, or publications about the policies enacted by Israel, rather than issuing an ineffective and insulting boycott .

By encouraging open communication, the ASA would be expanding the dialogue throughout
educational institutions and spreading awareness of what they believe are injustices. In situations
filled with hot-button issues, respectful communication is key. It keeps the public conversation on
the issue, rather than on how it was brought up.

All Op/Ed Illustrations by Cori Lin

Two or three degrees of separation
Lily Risdall
Staff Writer

________________________

PHOTO
POLL

Estonia is a tiny nation on the
Baltic Sea with a long and colorful
history of pig and potato farming. During World War II, many
Estonians fled from the violence,
and many of them, including my
grandmother, went through many
trials and risked their lives to
make it to America. But I’ve never
cared enough. Many of my relatives died in Siberian concentration camps, but I don’t feel any
sort of righteous anger.
Perhaps this is just the passage of time. I’m a third-generation immigrant, and my knowledge of Estonia consists entirely
of my grandmother’s stories. But
when I refuse the blood sausage
at Christmas dinner, am I actually
pushing away my heritage or just
being a typical American?
America deserves to be called
a melting pot, but second- and
third- generation immigrants
adopt the dominant culture, feeling fewer and fewer ties to the
culture of a country they may have
never even seen. Estonia itself has
changed since the war. The culture my grandmother has passed
down and modern Estonian culture simply aren’t the same. One

has changed to accommodate an
American lifestyle, and the other
evolved under Soviet Russia.
An ocean lies between here
and Estonia, and sheer distance
ensures that the two cultures will
take different paths.
Many Americans have recent
immigrants in their family tree but
don’t know how to manage that
heritage. They may face discrimination if they choose to openly
display that culture or they may
need to constantly explain their
culture to those around them. I’m
always surprised when people
know anything about Estonia, let
alone acknowledge its existence.
Language provides another
issue for the second and third generations. English is significantly
more convenient than most immigrant languages, and children
born here receive the most exposure to it through school and the
media. The first generation can be
bilingual, but the second is often
better at English and the third
may only know English.
Apathy is the most significant barrier between second- and
third- generation immigrants
and the culture they came from.
Learning a language is a huge
commitment for a culture that’s
already dying. Many immigrant
cultures are still and will continue to be relevant, but the later
generations usually slip away. On

an individual level, second- and
third- generation immigrants
stop relating to their immigrant
culture. Estonian Christmas usually involves nothing but pork
and potato dishes and I miss out
because I don’t eat pork. On a
more complicated level, later generations may move away from
some central aspect of that culture, such as religion.
Doesn’t America pride itself
on being a nation of immigrants?
If that’s the case, then it would
seem logical for immigrants to
happily pass down their cultures
and for future generations to keep
practicing those cultures. Instead,
people often just shrug off their
identity and call themselves
American, although it’s worth noting that white people tend to do
this more than any other group.
We distance ourselves from our
past in order to assimilate.
This distance is neither good
nor bad. Everyone has a different
experience with his or her heritage, and choosing to embrace or
ignore it must be an individual
decision. Quite a few Americans
either have no record of their
ancestry or belong to so many different groups that trying to trace
their heritage is impossible. For
those of us who are related to
recent immigrants, watching our

See page 12
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Will Melnick

Managing college finances
Will Doreza
Columnist

_________________________

Dear Will,
It’s my second year here at
Lawrence and I constantly worry
about how I’m going to pay my
student bill. I’ve never been very
financially independent and I keep
relying on my parents to help foot
the bill, but it’s becoming more
clear that they have less and less
to give me. I’m working as much
as I can but it doesn’t even come
close to what I owe. I love it here
and I don’t want to transfer. What
should I do?
Broke in Brokaw
Dear Broke,
It’s my fifth year and I’m
still trying to figure this out. It’s
incredibly frustrating and here’s
why: Throughout high school,
most of us have it pounded into
our heads that college is necessary for success and the better
the college, the more likely future
success. This is all true to a certain
extent, but what is often downplayed is the enormous financial
responsibility that college entails.
Some of us, for whatever
reason, aren’t experienced with
managing our personal finances.
And when the $200,000 reality of
a Lawrence degree hits someone
who has never possessed more
than a thousand dollars in their
bank account, it is understandable
how it might seem insurmountable and unfair. Perhaps your only
options are to drop out or transfer.
Because I’ve been through
this for five years, and still am, I
have some advice for you that will
help you get a better sense of how
it might not be as bad as you think.
I don’t have any secret magic tips
that will make it all go away, but
hopefully thinking in this particular way will help you focus and
worry about what should really
matter: Your academic success.
First of all, don’t ignore any
details of your financial life. This
was by far the biggest mistake I
made. Because at times it seems
so unrealistic for us to be able
to pay our student account, it is
easier to keep it unreal, pushing
it out of our minds and agendas
until it becomes truly impossible
to succeed. As scary and compli-

cated as it may seem, getting all
the numbers out of your head and
onto paper or an Excel spreadsheet is the first step to visualizing
and approaching your situation.
Once you do visualize the
whole picture of how much you
owe and how much you earn, you
may feel just as uneasy as you did
before. Realize that “$2,014.78” is
a far more approachable problem
than “a lot of money.” Objectifying
and truly understanding your
debt will allow you to find the
most efficient and realistic ways
for conquering it.
The next step is to actually
find the money. I can’t think of
better assistance for this than the
Financial Aid Office. Meet with
your counselor in person. They
are helpful, understanding people who are truly interested in
seeing you succeed and graduate. It might be hard to believe
sometimes, but Lawrence wants
to keep you. Financially and reputation-wise, it’s better for them.
While you shouldn’t expect
them to instantly solve your problem by giving you more aid, your
Financial Aid counselor has a
wealth of knowledge that will help
you find the best ways to overcome your debt. That might be
through increasing student loans
or taking out a private loan, or
reviewing your need-based information to ensure you are receiving the maximum loan and grant
amount available. If you show up
to a meeting prepared to explain
your situation as best as possible,
I can almost guarantee you’ll leave
feeling much more confident and
optimistic.
The road probably won’t end
there, however. You still will have
work to do on your own. You might
have to find a good private student loan and a worthy co-signer,
apply for scholarships and grants
and pick up more hours wherever
you work. However, as long as you
keep that sense of ownership and
responsibility for your debt, there
are so many viable options out
there for you.
As much as a liberal-arts education seems to elegantly dance
around the real-world problems
we face, this is one of the ways that
we will really learn how to be a
financially responsible individual.
Sometimes, going to school here

See page 12

“Hipster Polar Bear.”
-Bryan Lesser

“If Lawrence
had an animal
mascot, what
would it be?”
“A hedgehog.”
-Abi Leveille

“A newt.”
-Catherine Smith
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Between the Dome of the Rock and a hard place
Danny Davis
Staff Writer

________________________

Recently, President Mark
Burstein and Provost David
Burrows decided that Lawrence
would not be joining the American
Studies Association (ASA)’s boycott of Israeli academic institutions. The result was inevitably polarizing. On Lawrence’s
Facebook group, the post immediately gathered plenty of yeas and
boos, followed by some standard
pro- or anti-Zionist rhetoric. As a
Jew myself, I find myself caught up
in a different type of conflict.
As an American Jew, there
is an unavoidable disconnect
with the horrors of the Israeli
-Palestinian conflict. I am constantly challenged to have a
stance on the conflict, but as an
American, it’s difficult to understand the challenges of living the
conflict day-to-day while still feeling a spiritual connection and
sense of loyalty to Israel. It pits
my own identity as a Jew against

my identity as a scholar of political science. I want to defend my
faith; but the deeper I delve into
my studies, the more difficult it
becomes to defend Zionism.
I feel constant pressure to
take a firm Zionist stance on the
issue. However, I know that like
all conflicts, there are going to be
points and counter points, and
that those counterpoints need to
be held with equal validity regardless of any racial, religious or
other demographic background,
something I have to constantly
keep in mind as a government
major.
My family (an aunt, an
uncle, and nine cousins) in Israel
is made of unwavering Zionists,
understandably. They’re part of
the conflict. They’ve served in the
IDF (Israel Defense Forces), and
a few have nightmares to share
from those experiences. Conflicts
have sides. They’ve picked theirs.
But being an American, I’ve never
had to.
Part of my identity also
comes from the belief that Israel
is the spiritual home of my people.
I’m not particularly religious with

things like the existence of God
or whether a god really did cause
the ten plagues. That is common,
especially in Reform Judaism,
the most progressive and largest
denomination.
What is also universal is
our belief that Israel is our spiritual home and should serve as
a respite from the slavery and
mistreatment we’ve endured
throughout history.
But the problem isn’t being
approached within the context
of biblical history. Rather, it’s
approached in the context of modern history. The unavoidable truth
is that anti-Zionism isn’t just for
anti-Semites anymore; it’s a valid
political opinion. It’s growing in
Western society and as a scholar
of political science, my faith-based
Zionism is going to come into conflict with academic anti-Zionism.
In an academic discussion, I
couldn’t just say that Israel should
adopt policies x, y and z concerning Palestinians because we were
mistreated for thousands of years
and we deserve to live there. That
argument is part of my faith, and
I would never rely on it in an

academic environment. I firmly
believe it’s far more fruitful to
look at the modern political issues
such as economic opportunity,
racial/religious segregation and
other issues relevant to the conflict because the conflict is itself a
modern political issue. The more
I learn, the more complicated it
becomes to defend my loyalty.
When people ask me what I think,
I often find myself at a loss for
words.
Of course I want to say that
nobody, not even Palestinians
deserve to live in the slums of the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip. Of
course I think that a compromise
should be reached and that both
sides aren’t going to be completely
happy whatever the turn out.
I think it’s ridiculous that
rockets are flying over Israeli
towns and that Palestinian civilians are being killed, but saying
that there are two sides to the
conflict and that there should be
compromise is a cop-out. It’s like
saying neither in a game of “would
you rather.” “Can’t we all just get
along” is a pretty lighthearted critique given the gritty day-to-day

experience of living in the conflict. Still, I believe that at some
point Israelis and Palestinians will
have to learn to coexist; but how
that coexistence is arranged is not
something my faith and my intellect can necessarily agree on.
The decision to reject the ASA
boycott was, as discussed in the
Lawrence Blog post, for the sake
of intellectual freedom. If it were
up to Burstein and Burrows, they
would have likely never taken a
stance on the school’s behalf if
they could avoid doing so; but
the ASA contacted Lawrence, and
Lawrence was forced to take a
stance, which is inherently unfair
to a school that prides itself on
intellectual freedom. It means we
are in support of intellectual freedom in Israeli Schools when the
boycott is addressing the apparent lack thereof.
As if my identity as a Jew
wasn’t conflicted enough, the issue
brings the Israeli-Palestinian conflict even closer to my personal
life, a thought that discomforts
and ultimately saddens me.

The one consolation is that
at least everyone else is going
to have to wait on average what
The Economist estimates is 19.5
minutes, too. Since the Bureau
of Transportation put the
number of passengers who
flew domestic flights in the
United States at 657,645,552
in 2012, this comes to about
8.9 million days of lost
time due to security checkpoints for the year of 2012.
Queueing should be the
new American pastime and
Americans wanted a solution.
Unfortunately, some
companies have taken
advantage of this. This
Winter Break, while waiting in a security checkpoint
line, I noticed some movement in my periphery. No
one should have been
moving that fast in an airport unless it’s Appleton. I turned
and saw a single person walking through an empty line to the
sole TSA agent waiting for them
at a podium. This individual pre-

sented his papers and was waved
through to the scanners, ahead of
the hundreds of people who had
been in line for an hour. In block
white letters a sign labeled that
entrance for users of CLEAR.

past the first class, and the business class, and economy plus.
Some things in America, I used
to think and smile as I waited in
airport security checkpoints, can’t
be worked around. Death. Taxes.
This line.
I get that it’s a
trade-off. If someone is willing to pay,
they can save time;
but this is a United
States government
security checkpoint,
not Flash Pass time
at Disney Land. More
importantly, CLEAR
doesn’t solve any
time problems. It just
lets one person cut
their time and transfer it to everyone still
waiting. Not so with
the expanded TSA
pre-check. With the
wide-ranging program that selects who is cleared
using several criteria—these
range from being a member of the
armed forces to frequent flyers, or
travelers who have worked with

other TSA programs that require
a background check—the actual
time per traveler should down
dramatically, as there is no need
to de-robe, remove a laptop or
bag liquids.
And yet, I have seen newspapers and bloggers complain
about the expansion of the TSA
pre-check program for the very
reason that it’s expediting queue
time while being accessible to a
larger audience. If most people
have it, the reasoning goes, then
the TSA pre-check wait time won’t
be much shorter than the normal
line, which is perhaps the silliest
reason to be angry at improved
efficiency I have ever read.
TSA pre-check still goes faster than the standard line. It still
speeds up everyone’s travel time
without just shifting time losses
from one person to another. It
still beats the terrorists. What
needs to happen next is further
expansion so that any traveler, no
matter their financial situation,
can qualify. With improved queue
times at airports, hopefully they’ll
put programs like CLEAR to rest.

Expanded TSA pre-check to solve queueing issue
Alan Duff

Opinions & Editorials Editor
_________________________

In the coming months, the
most frustrating bastion of terrorist-induced annoyances may
finally be coming to an end. I’m
not talking about the Patriot Act
or another Call of Duty ft. Middle
East Crisis XII. Much worse:
Airport security checkpoints.
Airline travelers have been
dealing with heightened security
for thirteen years and the only
thing that hasn’t changed about
the rules and regulations is the
time it will take to get through.
Swiss Army knives disappeared
first. Shoes became a threat; sodas
were just too large to be allowed.
Speed stripping became so common it should be a sport.
And, of course, the lines.
Some are five minutes. Some are
two hours. It’s impossible to know
until you’ve arrived at an airport,
so might as well show up two and
a half hours early just in case.

Albums

continued from page 8

Bingen,” “Mi Negrita” and “Your
Fine Petting Duck.” Another notable track is the rest of the album.
2. Vampire
Weekend,
“Modern Vampires of the City”

I can’t even talk about this
album it’s so good. Notable tracks
are “Obvious Bicycle,” “Young
Lion,” “Finger Back,” “Ya Hey” and
“Diane Young,” which makes you
think Elvis came back to life in
Ezra Koenig.
1. Lucius, “Wildewoman”
It is so rare to see a debut

It was a strange feeling.
When traveling, I am constantly
reminded of the numerous clubs
of rare earth metals I don’t belong
to during boarding. I already walk

album as fully accomplished as
Wildewoman. Bastille and The
Neighbourhood released good
debut albums with great singles
this year, but Lucius released a
debut album that is comprised of
only great singles. Every track can
stand alone as an excellent musical composition, which is rare

“A penguin.”
- Lily Sand

“A jackalope.”
-Chewy Dixon

in any album, let alone a debut.
Lucius will be coming to Lawrence
on Friday, Feb. 21 for a free performance, so if you don’t believe me,
go and check them out.
Notable tracks are the entire
album, but if you need more direction, “Tempest,” “Hey, Doreen,”
“Don’t Just Sit There” and “Until

“A chimpanzee.”
- Shallion Dixon

“A gopher.”
-Perrin Tourangeau

We Get There” are a few of my
favorites.
Honorable
Mentions:
Wallpaper, “Ricky Reed Is Real”
and The Head and the Heart, “Be
Still.”

The opinions expressed in
this section are those of
the students, faculty and
community members who
wrote them. All facts are
as provided by the authors.
The Lawrentian does not
endorse any opinions
piece except for the staff
editorial, which represents
a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian
welcomes everyone to
submit their own opinions
using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Polar vortex

continued from page 1

scheduled for later times. Trought
said, “They did their best, I think,
given the circumstances,” but also
said that the atmosphere of the
Hartsfield Airport in Atlanta was
“just mayhem.”
Beyond flight delays, junior
Yame Senye faced weather-related
obstacles traveling via Greyhound
Lines. Senye left Washington,
D.C. on Sunday, Jan. 5 and did not
depart the Cleveland Greyhound

Shadow D.C.
continued from page 2

In addition to the shadow
experiences, Career Services
joined the Alumni Welcome

station until Wednesday, Jan. 8
at 11:45 p.m. Senye spent one
night in the Cleveland Greyhound
station and the next two nights
with a host family that lives in the
city. Senye said Greyhound did
not keep its waiting passengers
updated and simply said, “We’re
shutting down the service until
further notice.” Senye explained,
“Each time I called the line they
would just be like, ‘we’re not going
in’ […] It took a long time to get a
hold of them.”
One comfort Senye found was

traveling with a fellow Lawrentian,
freshman Christopher Moore.
“There’s nothing better than traveling with another Lawrence student [...] because we have such a
great community here and regardless of whether you’re friends,
the fact you go to Lawrence [...]
definitely made it a little more
comfortable.” In consonance
with Senye’s account, despite
Lawrentians being in dangerous
conditions with an unknown endpoint, being in it together made all
the difference.

Reception for President Burstein
at The Phillips Collection at
Washington D.C. on Dec. 12, 2013.
Dean of Career Services
Marry Meany ’83 believes that any
opportunity for current students
and alumni to network with one

another is mutually beneficial. As
she said, “Lawrentians—current
and past—love to help one another, so the reception provides the
venue to get to know one another
a little more. ”

LUCC Update
TERM II
WEEK 2

Polling for Executive Elections will be taking place
in the Warch Campus Center during meal times
January 21st - January 24th.
There will be a public candidate forum on
Monday, January 20th at 8 pm in the café,
where you can hear the candidates’ views and ask
any questions you might have.
The next General Council meeting is Monday, January 20th at
4:45pm in Esch-Hurvis at the Warch Campus Center.

LUCC general council meetings are open to all members of the
Lawrence community! Come share your thoughts and concerns.
Feel free to email LUCC with any community concerns at LUCC@
lawrence.edu.

Get more information about forms, deadlines, and current
announcements by visiting the LUCC page on the Lawrence website! Visit us at http://www.lawrence.edu/students/student_life/
lucc
We also now have a Twitter page. Follow us at @LUCC_Lawrence
for updates!

H E L P T H E E N V I R O N M E N T.
RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER!

EDITORIAL
POLICY:
Editorial policy is determined
by the editors. Any opinions
which appear unsigned are
those of the majority of The
Lawrentian’s editorial board.
Letters to the editor are
encouraged. The editors
reserve the right to edit for
style and space. Letters must
be e-mailed to: lawrentian@
lawrence.edu. Submissions by
e-mail should be text attachments.
—All submissions to editorial
pages must be turned in to
The Lawrentian no later than
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication.
—All submissions to the
editorial pages must be accompanied by a phone number
at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submitted
without a contact number will
not be published.
—The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline and to edit each
submission for clarity, decency
and grammar.
—Letters to the editor should
not be more than 350 words,
and will be edited for clarity,
decency and grammar.
—Guest editorials may be arranged by contacting the
editor in chief or the editorials
editor in advance of the publishing date.

Members of
the Assocated
Collegiate Press

Films of 2013
continued from page 8

Over the years, I’ve seen what
must amount to hundreds of documentaries, but few have moved
and affected me in as dramatic a
way as “The Act of Killing.” In the
film, Anwar Congo, an Indonesian
death squad leader, is invited to
re-enact the killings he committed
in the style of some of his favorite
Hollywood films. Far more than a
simple exposé, “The Act of Killing”
is a horrifying reminder of the

Marketplace

continued from page 1
coverage through the Health
Insurance Marketplace, applicants
must live in the United States, be
a U.S. citizen or national and they
cannot currently be incarcerated.
This push to get people insured
is furthered by a new tax, which
imposes a fee of $95 per adult and
$47.50 per child or 1% of income,

Risdall

continued from page 10
culture disappear can leave us
feeling guilty. However, trying to

Doreza

continued from page 10
seems like a financially irresponsible move, but keep in mind that
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potential for human destruction
and devastation.
10. “Upstream Color,” Dir.
Shane Carruth
By far the lowest-budget film
on this list, “Upstream Color” is
an incredibly remarkable achievement. Shane Carruth (Primer),
who wrote, acted, directed and
filmed, tells an unusual, impressionistic love story worthy of
the likes of Terrence Malick or
Gaspar Noé. That he was able to
accomplish so much for a budget
rumored to have been less than
$100,000 is nearly unfathomable.
whichever is higher. Those already
eligible for job-based insurance
are able to sign up for a marketplace plan, but there may be
higher costs depending on income
level.
Open enrollment in the
Health Insurance Marketplace
ends on March 31, 2014. Those
interested in applying are able to
do so online, with a paper application, over the phone or in person
with a qualified helper.

pass along our culture if we’re not
really invested in it is pointless.
My children will learn my grandmother’s story, but I’ll never serve
them blood sausage.

optimism paired with an informed
and responsible approach during
your college education can help
you lay down the foundation for a
lifetime of success and prosperity.

